
QUESTION PAPER FOR WRITTEN TEST OF  
LOWER DIVISION ASSISTANTS OF DIRECTORATE OF TEA TRIBES WELFARE, ASSAM 2019 

 
The subjects of the question paper are divided into three parts. Part – I consists of General English, 
General Knowledge and Quantitative Aptitude. Part-II consists of Knowledge of Computer (Theory). 
Part-III consists of Language Skills Test in Assamese/Bengali/Alternative English.   Candidates are 
instructed to answer Part-I, Part-II compulsorily  along with one compulsory language of their choice 
in Part-III. Each question carries 2 marks. Total questions in all parts have a continuous serial No. from 
1 to 125.  
 
Total Time : For Part-I 90 minutes      Total Marks – 150  
         For Part-II 30 minutes      Total Marks – 50 
         For Part-III  40 minutes      Total Marks – 50 
         For candidates with disability will be allowed20 minutes extra time per hour 
 

Part - I 

General English 
Series – D 

 
Which of the phrases given as options should replace the phrase printed in bold to make the sentence 

grammatically correct? 

1) Technology must use to feed the forces of change. 

a. must be used to feed 

b. must have been using to feed 

c. must use having fed 

d. must be using to feed 

 

2)  He is too impatient for tolerating any delay. 

a. to tolerate 

b. to tolerating 

c. at tolerating 

d. with tolerating 

 

3) The performance of our players was rather worst than I had expected. 

a. bad as I had expected 

b. worse than I had expected 

c. worse than expectation 

d. worst than was expected 

 

4) They had been all shocked on his failure in the competition. 

a. were shocked at all 

b. had all shocked at 

c. had all shocked by 

d. all were shocked at 
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5) My doctor knew that I would eventually recover and do the kind of work I would be doing 

before. 

a. would have been doing 

b. had been doing 

c. would have done 

d. had been done 

 

6) 'Per capita' means:  
(a) For each person      (b) For each student   
(c) For each woman     (d) For each boy  
 

7) He stood ----as a rock and faced the challenge. 
a) quiet   b) strong   c)  solid   d)  firm   

 

8) Choose the correctly spelt word:  
a) Coincidence   b) Coincidense   c) Coinsidence   d) Coincidance  

 

9) He spoke well though it was his ‘maiden speech’ 
 a) Long speech   b) First speech   c)  Brief speech   d)  Emotional speech  

 

10) I am late for the meeting. I started about ten minute ----.  
a)  before     b)  ago    C) since      d)   ahead 

 

11) Invaluable means:  
a) Not valuable     b) Very valuable   c) Negatively valuable   d) Valuable at present  

 

12) Which is not correctly matched?   
 (a) Asses-bray               (b) Horses- howl       
 (c) Dogs- bark              (d) Frogs- croak  

 

13) The sound made by Ducks:   
     (a) Quack    (b) Coo    (c) Mew     (d) Hiss 

 

14) Would you mind ------ the window  
(a) close     (b) to close    (c) closing  d) have closed 

           

15) Find the odd word out:   
a) Content   b) Upset   c) Willing  d) Gratified    

 
Directions for Questions 16-20: Read the following passage and answer the questions. 
 
As for Conrad the literary craftsman, opposing him for the moment to Conrad the showman of the 
human comedy, the quality that all who write about him seem chiefly to mark in him is his scorn of 
conventional form, his tendency to approach his story from two directions at once, his frequent 
involvement in apparently inextricable snarls of narrative, sub-narrative and sub-sub-narrative.  
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'Lord Jim, for example, starts out in the third person, presently swings into an exhaustive 
psychological discussion by the mythical Marlow, then goes into a brisk narrative at second (and 
sometimes at third) hand, and finally comes to a halt upon an unresolved dissonance, a half-heard 
chord of the ninth: ‘And that's the end. He passes away under a cloud, inscrutable at heart, 
forgotten, unforgiven, and excessively romantic.’ Falk' is also a story within a story; this time the 
narrator is one who had not spoken before, a man over fifty.’ In Amy Foster' romance filtered 
through the prosaic soul of a country doctor; it most as if a statistician told the tale of Horatius at 
the bridge.In 'Under Western Eyes' the obfuscation is achieved by ‘a teacher of languages,’ endlessly 
lamenting his lack of the ‘high gifts of imagination and expression.’ In 'Youth’ and ‘Heart of Darkness' 
the chronicler and speculator is the shadowy Marlow, a 'cloak to goe inbisabell' for Conrad himself. 
In Chance there are two separate stories, imperfectly welded together. Elsewhere there are 
hesitations, goings back, interpolations, and interludes in the Socratic manner. And almost always 
there is heaviness in the getting under weigh. In ‘Heart of Darkness' we are on the twentieth page 
before we see the mouth of the great river, and in ‘Falk' we are on the twenty-fourth before we get 
a glimpse of Falk. 'Chance is nearly half done before the drift of the action is clearly apparent. In 
'Almayer's Folly' we are thrown into the middle of a story, and do not discover its beginning until we 
come to ‘An Outcast of the Islands,’ a later book. As in structure, so in detail. Conrad pauses to 
explain, to speculate, and to look about. Whole chapters concern themselves with detailed 
discussions of motives, with exchange of views, with generalizations abandoned as soon as they are 
made. Even the author's own story, ‘A Personal Record’ starts near the end, and then goes back, 
halting tortuously, to the beginning. 
 

16) The author of the passage mentions which of the following in the passage? 
(a) Conrad's autobiography 
(b) Conrad's innovative use of contrasting characters in storytelling 
(c) Conrad's innovative use of contrasting characters in storytelling 
(d) Conrad's ability to keep surprise under wraps the end. 

 

17) According to the author, 'Falk 'Chance' and 'Almayer's Folly' are similar in which aspect?? 
(a) In all these works, the protagonist is not readily understood. 
(b) The works employ a narrative that is not typical of Conrad. 
(c) Difficult to evaluate 
(d) None of the above. 

 

18) Which of the following best describes the tone of the passage? 
(a) Ingenious 
(b) Insipid 
(c) Acclamatory 
(d) Analytical. 

 

19) According to the passage the similarity between Lord Jim' and 'Falk' is described by which of the 
following? 
(a) Both are initial works of Conrad 
(b) The two works have characters that are complementary. 
(c) Both are stories within a story. 
(d) All of the above. 
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20) Which of the following best describes the meaning of the word 'exhaustively used in the second 
sentence of the passage? 
(a) Comprehensible 
(b) Comprehensive 
(c) Compounded 
(d) Tortuous 

 

21) That which cannot be corrected 
a) Unintelligible   b) Indelible   c) Illegible   d) Incorrigible 

  

22) The study of ancient societies 
a) Anthropology   b) Archaeology   c) History   d) Ethnology 
 

23) The synonym of ‘defer’ 
a) Indifferent   b)  Defy   c)  Differ   d)  Postpone                         

 

24) ‘Fridge’ is the colloquial form of the word-----  
a)  Freezer   b) Refrigerator    c) Fridgdoor    d) Freezing Vessel 
 

25) Antonym of ‘Barren’ 
a) Vast    b) Open    c) Fertile   d) None of these  

 

 
PART – I 

 
General Knowledge 

Series – (D) 
 

26) The Prime Minister is appointed by which one of the following? 
(a) Attorney general of India 
(b) President 
(c) Vice-president 
(d) Chief justice of India 

 

27) Mundaka Upanishad, the Mandukya Upanishad and the Prashna Upanishad are 
associated with which of the following Vedas? 
(a) Atharva-Veda 
(b) Rig-Veda 
(c) Sama-Veda 
(d) Yajur-Veda 
 

28) Who is the first Indian woman boxer in 18 years to enter the finals of Women’s World 
Boxing Championship, 2019 in her maiden appearance? 
(a) Mary Kom 
(b) Jamuna Boro 
(c) Lovlina Borgohain 
(d) Manju Rani 
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29) “THE WORLD BENEATH HIS FEET” is a Biography of? 
(a) Pulela Gopichand 
(b) Nawab Pataudi 
(c) Ajit Wadekar 
(d) Sachin Tendulkar 

 

30) Which among the following country was the host of 2018 Commonwealth Games? 
(a) Canada 
(b) England 
(c) Australia 
(d) India 

 

31) The number of states in India is? 
(a) 29 
(b) 28 
(c) 30 
(d) 27 

 

32) Who is the Human Resource Development Minister of India? 
(a) Ramesh Pokhriyal Nishank 
(b) Prakash Javadekar 
(c) Rameshwar Teli 
(d) Smriti Irani 

 

33) Who was the last Viceroy of British India? 
(a) Lord Irwin 
(b) Lord Minto 
(c) Lord Hardinge 
(d) Lord Mountbatten 

 

34) The name of the lander in Chandrayaan 2 is? 
(a) Progyan 
(b) Vikrant 
(c) Vikram 
(d) Vintage 

 

35) Which of the following Veda is the oldest? 
(a) Rigveda 
(b) Samaveda 
(c) Yajuveda 
(d) Atharvaveda 

 

36) The metal present in our blood is? 
(a) Copper 
(b) Iron 
(c) Magnesium 
(d) Zinc 
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37) The distance of the Moon from the Earth is approximately- 
(a) 384000 km 
(b) 484000 km 
(c) 38400 km 
(d) 348000 km 

 

38) The correct full form of IRDAI is- 
(a) Indian Railway Development Authority of India 
(b) Indian Revenue Department and Authority of India 
(c) Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India 
(d) Insurance Regulatory and Development Agency of India 

 

39) India shares longest boundary with- 
(a) China 
(b) Bangladesh 
(c) Nepal 
(d) Pakistan 

 

40) The largest lake of India is- 
(a) Loktak Lake  
(b) Chilka 
(c) Lonar Lake 
(d) Pulikat 

 

41) Find out the missing figure from the answer figures below- 

 
(a) (a) 
(b) (b) 
(c) (c) 
(d) (d) 
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42) Find out the missing figure from the answer figures below- 

 
(a)            (b)             (c)              (d) 

(a) (a) 
(b) (b) 
(c) (c) 
(d) (d) 

 

43) What do you mean by NAV? 
(a) National Aviation Venture 
(b) Net Asset Value 
(c) Nano Automation Valve 
(d) Net Aggregate Value 

 

44) Expand the abbreviation, RTGS? 
(a) Real Time Group Settlement 
(b) Real Time Gross Settlement 
(c) Referential Torque Graded Score 
(d) Referential Turbulence Graded Score  

 

45) Kelkar Committee 2002 is associated with which kind of reforms in India? 
(a) Indirect Tax Reforms 
(b) Agricultural Reforms  
(c) National Income Reforms 
(d) Company Reforms 

 

46) What is the punch line for Kotak Mahindra Bank?? 
(a) Smart way to Bank 
(b) Where service is a way of life 
(c) Let's make money simple 
(d) Pure Banking Nothing Else  

 

47) What is the full form of CRISIL? 
(a) Civic Rules information services of India 
(b) Company Regulatory Institute of India 
(c) Corporate Retribution Inter State Litigation 
(d) Credit Rating Information Services Of India 
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48) In which state is Brihadeswara Temple situated?  
(a) Kerala 
(b) Maharashtra 
(c) Tamil Nadu 
(d) Rajasthan 

 

49) On which date is the International Day of Happiness celebrated every year?  
(a) 15th of March 
(b) 20th of March 
(c) 15th of September 
(d) 21st September 

 

50) The Vice-president is the ex-officio chairman of the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ? 
(a) National Development Council 
(b) Rajya Sabha 
(c) Planning Commission 
(d) Lok Sabha 
 

PART – I 
 

Quantitative aptitude  
(Series –D) 

 

51) Two dice are rolled simultaneously. Find the probability of getting the sum of 
numbers on 

 the on the two faces divisible by 3 or 4? 
 

(a) 3/7 
(b) 7/11 
(c) 5/9 
(d) 6/13 
 

52) John and Dani go for an interview for two vacancies. The probability for the 
selection of John is 1/3 and whereas the probability for the selection of Dani is 
1/5. What  is the probability that none of them are selected? 
(a) 3/5 
(b) 7/12 
(c) 8/15 
(d) 1/5 
 

53) Ten years ago, P was half of Q in age. If the ratio of their present ages is 3:4, 
 what will be the total of their present ages? 

(a) 45 
(b) 40 
(c) 35 
(d) 30 
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54) If the number of boys in a class are 8 times the number of girls, which value 
 can never be the total number of students? 

(a) 27 
(b) 45 
(c) 81 
(d) 42 
 

55) If a - b = 6 and a2 + b2 = 116, then what is the value of ab? 
(a) 20 
(b) 40 
(c) 60 
(d) 80 

 

56) Which of the following number is an irrational number? 

(a) √25 

(b) √144 

(c) √216 

(d) √225 

 

57) Find the fractional form of the following number 41.2545? 

(e) 2269/55 

(f) 2288/55 

(g) 2256/55 

(h) 2286/55 

 

58) Find the number of Zeros in 57 x 45 x 30 x 12? 

(i) 1 

(j) 2 

(k) 3 

(l) 4 

 

59) If X is 20% more than Y, then how much is Y less than X? 

(m) 16.66% 

(n) 17% 

(o) 9.09% 

(p) 18% 

 

60) The price of 12 chairs and 8 table is Rs. 676. What is the price of 21 chair and 14 table? 

(a) Rs. 1183 

(b) Rs. 4732 

(c) Rs. 1180 

(d) Cannot be determined 

 

61) If the CP of 50 items is equal to SP of 40 items, then what is the profit or loss? 

(a) 20% 

(b) 15% 

(c) 25% 

(d) 35% 
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62) Two discounts of 40% and 20% equal to a single discount of? 

(a) 48% 

(b) 53% 

(c) 52% 

(d) 60% 

 

63) Aditya bought a scooter for a certain sum of money. He spend 15% of cost price on repair 

and sold it for profit on Rs. 1104. What will he spend on repair if profit he got was 20%? 

(a) Rs. 600 

(b) Rs. 700 

(c) Rs. 800 

(d) Rs. 900 

 

64) Divide Rs. 2602 between X and Y, so that the amount of X after 7 years is equal to the 

amount of Y after 9 years, the interest being compounded at 4% pa. 

(a) Rs. 1352, Rs. 1250 

(b) Rs. 1400, Rs. 1350 

(c) Rs. 1215, Rs. 1300 

(d) Rs. 1500, rs. 1450 

 

65) A bowler took five wickets in the fifth and last match of the series, thus giving him x 

wickets on an average per match. If he had taken five more wickets in the last match, his 

average would have gone up by one wicket. Find x.? 

(a) 5 

(b) 7 

(c) 6 

(d) Cannot be determined 

 

66) Sima invests Rs. 50,000 in a fixed deposit at 10% C. I for 2 years. At the end of 2 years 

she put the money in another deposit at 12% S. I for 3 years. What was the final value of 

the initial investment? 

(a) Rs. 80000 

(b) Rs. 81280 

(c) Rs. 82280 

(d) Rs. 83280 

 

67) T In a 1km race Amit beats Bahadur by 100 m and Bahadur beats Chandra by 200 m. By 

how many metres does Amit beat Chandra in the same race? 

(a) 350 m 

(b) 300 m 

(c) 283.33 m 

(d) 280 m 

 

68) A man invests a certain sum of money at 6% pa. S. I. and another sum at 7% pa S. I. His 

income from interest after 2 years was Rs. 354. One fourth of the first sum is equal to one 

fifth of the second sum. Find the total sum he invested? 

(a) Rs. 1500 

(b) Rs. 1200 

(c) Rs. 2700 

(d) Rs. 5400 
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69) The average weight of A, B and C is 84 Kgs. If D joins, the average weight now is 80 

Kgs. If another person E who is 3 Kgs heavier than D replaces A, then the average weight 

of B, C, D and E becomes 79 Kgs. What is the weight of A? 

(a) 70 Kg 

(b) 75 Kg 

(c) 65 Kg 

(d) 55 Kg 

 

70) Five years ago, the average age of husband and wife was 23 years. Today the average age 

of husband, wife and child is 20 years. How old is the child? 

(a) 3 years 

(b) 4 years 

(c) 12years 

(d) 2 years 

 

71) What is the missing number in the following series: 4, 10, (?), 82, 244, 730 
(a) 26 
(b) 28 
(c) 40 
(d) 48 
 

72) What is the missing number in the following series: 34, 7, 37, 14, 40, 28, 43, (?) 
(a) 31 
(b) 42 
(c) 46 
(d) 56 
 

73) Two employees X and Y are paid a total of Rs. 550 per week by their employer. 
 If X is paid 120 percent of the sum paid to Y, how much is Y paid per week? 

(a) Rs. 150 
(b) Rs. 300 
(c) Rs. 250 
(d) Rs. 200 
 

74) Three candidates contested an election and received 1136, 7636 and 11628 
 votes respectively. What percentage of the total votes did the winning 
 candidate get? 

(a) 57% 
(b) 50% 
(c) 52% 
(d) 60% 
 

75) A fruit seller had some oranges. He sells 40% oranges and still has 420 oranges. 
 How many oranges he had originally? 

(a) 420 
(b) 700 
(c) 220 
(d) 400 
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PART – II 

Total marks - 50 

Knowledge of Computer (theory) 
Series – (D) 

 
 

76) Computer performs its arithmetic operation in 
 A. CU         B. HDD   C. ALU  D. PC 
 

77) Google  is a 
A. Software   B. Client    C.  Web Browser  D. Search Engine 
 

78) What is Unicode 
    A. Font          B. Software        C. Keyboard layout      D. Character encoding system 
 

79) India’s “first supercomputer” is: 
A. BIKRAM   B. MAKE IN INDIA   C. PARAM   D. PRAJYUKTAM 
 

80) Which of the following is a network topology 
A. LAN   B. WAN   C. MAN   D. BUS 

 

81) In ROM BIOS, the acronym BIOS stands for : 
(a) Basic Industry Operating System 
(b) Basic Input Organizational System 
(c) Basic Input/Output System 
(d) Basic Intuitive Output Set 
 

82) What is the range of numbers that can be represented using 8 bits if 2’s complement 
 representation is used? 

(a) -128 to +127 
(b) -127 to +127 
(c) -255 to +255 
(d) -256 to +255 
 

83) As per De Morgan’s law, (A+B)’ is equal to _______. 
(a) A’ + B’ 
(b) A’.B’ 
(c) (A.B)’ 
(d) A + B 
 

84) The hexadecimal number 0x1C0E when converted to decimal will be ____. 
(a) 7408 
(b) 7409 
(c) 7183 
(d) 7182 
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85) Compared to cache memory, main memory is ________. 
(a) Slow and inexpensive 
(b) Slow and expensive 
(c) Fast and inexpensive 
(d) Fast and expensive 
 

86) What is the purpose of the Program Counter register? 
(a) It counts the number of programs executed. 
(b) It counts the number of programs loaded. 
(c) It stores the instruction fetced from the memory. 
(d) It stores the address of the next instruction to be executed. 
 

87) What is the ASCII code for the character A? 
(a) 42 
(b) 52 
(c) 65 
(d) 96 
 

88) What is GNU GRUB? 
(a) An editor 
(b) A boot loader 
(c) A debugger 
(d) An operating system 
 

89) A DHCP server assigns ______ to devices in a network. 
(a) MAC address 
(b) IP address 
(c) Port address 
(d) DNS server address 
 

90) One popular use of the MD5 message-digest algorithm is _________. 
(a) to provide some assurance that a transferred file has arrived intact 
(b) to calculate the memory address where the mesage is stored 
(c) to determine the sentiment expressed by a message 
(d) to find the best path for transmitting the message 
 

91) What is the default port number on which the FTP server listens for connection? 
(a) 53 
(b) 46 
(c) 37 
(d) 21 
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92) Which of the following is a web server developed by Microsoft? 
(a) GlassFish 
(b) Apache Tomcat 
(c) Internet Information Services 
(d) WEBrick 
 

93) Which of the following is the correct HTML for creating a hyperlink? 
(a) <a>https://www.google.com>Google</a> 
(b) <a name=https://www.google.com>Google</a> 
(c) <a href=https://www.google.com>Google</a> 
(d) <a url=https://www.google.com>Google</a> 
 

94) Which of the following is not a function in MS Excel? 
(a) SUM 
(b) MAX 
(c) COUNT 
(d) AVG 
 

95) Which function is used to calculate the remainder in MS Excel? 
(a) INT 
(b) MOD 
(c) DIV 
(d) FACT 

 

96) While working with MS office ,What is the Keyboard Shortcut  for “ Select All”: 
 A. Shift + arrow key     B.  CTLR + A      C. CTRL + C      D. CTRL + X  
 

97) While working with MS office, What is the Keyboard Shortcut  for “Cut Information”: 
 A. CTRL + V    B.  CTLR + Z      C. CTRL + C      D. CTRL + X  
 

98) While working with MS office, What is the Keyboard Shortcut  for “Undo Information”: 
A. CTRL + V    B.  CTLR + Z      C. CTRL + C      D. CTRL + X  
 

99) Copyright of Windows 10 is with: 
A. TCS    B. Google  C. Apple  D. Microsoft 
 

100) MS Excel is a 
A.   Graphic program   B.   system software    C.   Word processor    D.   A spreadsheet 
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PART – III 

মঠু নম্বৰ - ৫০ 

ঐচ্ছিক অসমীয়া 
(ভাগ – গ) 

(Series – D) 

 
101)  অসমীয়া ভাষাত সম্প্ৰদান কাৰকৰ সলনন নক ব্যৱহাৰ কৰা হয়? 

ক) সম্বন্ধ দ খ) নব্শেষয  

গ) নব্শেষণ দ  গ) সব্বনাম দ  

 

102) অসমীয়া ভাষাৰ ব্াকযক সাধাৰণশত ককই ভাগত ভাগ কৰা হয়? 

ক) নতনন ভাগত খ) দুভাগত  

গ) এভাগত  ঘ) চানৰ ভাগত  

 

103)  অসমীয়া ভাষাৰ ব্চন ককই প্ৰকাৰৰ? 

ক) দুই প্ৰকাৰ  খ) এক প্ৰকাৰৰ  

গ) নতনন প্ৰকাৰৰ   গ) চানৰ প্ৰকাৰৰ  

 

104) অনধকৰণ কাৰকত নক নব্ভনি প্ৰশয়াগ কৰা হয়?  

ক) প্ৰথমা নব্ভনি খ) সপ্তমী নব্ভনি 

গ) ষষ্ঠী নব্ভনি   ঘ) নিতীয়া নব্ভনি  

 

105) অসমীয়া ভাষালল তৎসম েব্দসমূহ তলৰ ককানশ া ভাষাৰ ৰা আনহশছ?  

ক) মমশথলী   খ) কভাজুৰী  

গ) গুজৰাটী   ঘ) সংসৃ্কত  

 

106) অসমীয়া ব্যাকৰণত নব্শেষণ মহশছ এনব্ধ ____ । 
  ক ) প্ৰতযয় খ) সমাস গ) কাৰক ঘ) দ 

 

107) কাউৰীশয় ‘কা-কা’ কশৰ । ইয়াত ‘কা-কা’ এ া _____ । 
  ক ) অনুৰূ েব্দ খ) অনুকাৰ েব্দ গ) সমাথবক েব্দ ঘ) নব্ৰীতাথবক েব্দ 

 

108) আনজ ‘চাহ-তাহ’ নাই কদশখান । ইয়াত ‘চাহ-তাহ’ এ া _____ । 
  ক ) অনুৰূ েব্দ খ) অনুকাৰ েব্দ গ) সমাথবক েব্দ ঘ) নব্ৰীতাথবক েব্দ 
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109) ৰাম কমাৰ ব্নু্ধ । ‘নস’ ব্ৰ ভাল । ইয়াত ‘নস’ এ া--- 

  ক ) নব্শেষয দ খ) সব্বনাম দ গ) নব্শেষণ দ ঘ) অব্যয় দ 

 

110) ‘ৰাম’ কমাৰ ব্নু্ধ । নস ব্ৰ ভাল । ইয়াত ‘ৰাম’ এ া-- 

  ক ) নব্শেষয দ খ) সব্বনাম দ গ) নব্শেষণ দ ঘ) অব্যয় দ 

 

111) নীলাচলৰ সনন্ধ প্ৰকৰণ মহশছ-- 

  ক ) নীল + অচল খ) নীল + চল গ) নীলা + চল ঘ) নীল + আচল 

 

112) মই নলনখ আশছাোঁ  । এই ব্াকযটি-- 

  ক ) অতীত কালৰ   খ) ব্তব মান কালৰ   গ) ভনৱষযৎ কালৰ   ঘ) ৰৰ এ া নহয় 

 

113) অসমীয়া ব্যাকৰণত নব্ভনি ককইনব্ধ? 

  ক ) ৫ নব্ধ খ) ৭ নব্ধ গ) ৯ নব্ধ  ঘ) ১১ নব্ধ 

 

114) আনম ___ শ াোঁ  । 
  ক ) ুঠি  খ) ুনথ  গ) ূনথ  ঘ) ূঠি 

 

115) আনম ___ মাছ খাোঁ । 
  ক ) ুঠি  খ) ুনথ  গ) ূনথ  ঘ) ূঠি 

 

116) তলৰ ককানশ া ব্াকয শুদ্ধ ? 

  ক ) ানী মব্ আশছ  খ) ানী ব্য় গ) ানী ব্ ঐ ঘ) ৰৰ এ া নহয় 

 

117) ‘তত ানী’ ।  ইয়াত ‘তত’ এ া--- 

  ক ) নব্শেষয দ খ) সব্বনাম দ গ) নব্শেষণ দ ঘ) অব্যয় দ 

 

118) ‘দোঁ তাল’ েব্দৰ স্ত্ৰীনলংগ হ’ল--- 

  ক ) মখনা খ) মাখুন্দী গ) মাইকী ঘ) মাগনী 

 

119) ‘নযজন কলাক অকৃতজ্ঞ, কতোঁ ক’কতা আসন নাায়’ । এইশতা এ া---  
  ক ) সৰল ব্াকয খ) জটিল ব্াকয গ) নমশ্ৰ ব্াকয  ঘ) ৰৰ এ া নহয় 

 

120) ‘অকৃতজ্ঞ কলাশক ক’কতা আসন নাায়’ । এইশ া এ া---  
  ক ) সৰল ব্াকয খ) জটিল ব্াকয গ) নমশ্ৰ ব্াকয  ঘ) ৰৰ এ া নহয় 
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121) ‘Man is mortal.’ এই ব্াকযটিৰ অসমীয়া ভাঙনন হ’ল-- 

ক) মানুহ মননেীল 

খ) মানুহ মৰণেীল   

গ) মানুহ কৰণেীল   

ঘ) ৰৰ এ া নহয় 

 
122)  অসমীয়া ভাষাৰ নব্নেষ্ট স্বৰধ্বনন ককই া?  

ক) দু া   খ) আঠ া  

গ) নতনন া  গ) াোঁ চ া  

 

123) তলৰ ককানখন কাব্য েংকৰশদশৱ ৰচনা কনৰনছল?  

ক) ৰত্নাৱলী  খ) নামশঘাষা  

গ) কীতব ন ঘ) কচাৰধৰা  

 

124) মাধৱ কন্দলী অনুনদত ৰামায়ণখনৰ ককই া খণ্ড ব্তব মানলল উদ্ধাৰ মহশছ?  

ক) াোঁ চ া  খ) সাত া  

গ) আঠ া   ঘ) ন া    

 

125) ব্তব মানলল ককইজন অসমীয়াই জ্ঞানীঠ সানহতয সন্মান লাভ কনৰশছ?  

ক) দুজন  খ) নতননজন  

গ) এজন   ঘ) চানৰজন  

 

PART – III 

মুঠ নম্বর - ৫০ 

ঐচ্ছিক বাাংলা 
(ভাগ – ঘ) 

(Series – D) 
 

101)  û

  A B. C D.  
 

102) 
  A B. C D.  
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103) 
  A B. C  
 

104) 
  A B. C D.  

105) 
  A B. C

 

106) 
  A B. C D.  
 

107) 
  A  B. C D.  
 

108) 
  A B. C D.  
 

109) 
   A. B. C. D  

 
110) û 

  A B. C D.  
 

111) û

  A B. C D.  
 

112) 
  A B. C D.  
 

113) > > 

  A  B. C D.  
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114) 
  A B. C D.  
 

115) 
  A B. C D.  
 

116) 
  A B. C  
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117) 

  A B. C D.  
 

118) 
  A B. C D  
 

119) 
  A B. C D  
 

120) =  = =  = 

  A B. C D.  
 

121) 
  A B. C D.  
 

122) û

  A B. C D.  
 

123) 
  A B. C D.  
 

124) 
  A B. C D.  
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125) > 

  A  B. C D.
 

 

PART – III 
Total Marks - 50 

Alternative English  
(Series – D) 

 
101. 1. left   2. the   3. house   4. he   5. Suddenly (Choose the correct order) 

a) 21354    b) 45123   c) 52341    d) 24135 

 

102. The boy told his teacher to explain the passage. 

a) asked his teacher  b) said to his teacher   c)  requested his teacher  d) no improvement   

 

103. Political leaders should think of the people ----- they are accountable.  

 a) to who       b) to whom       c) who       d) which 

  

104. Cut a sorry figure:  

a) Break the laws   b) Cause destruction   c) Make a poor show    d) Cause delay  

 

105. The chairman is ill and we’ll have to ----the meeting for a few days. 

a) put on   b) put of   c)  put away   d)   put off 

 
106. Like any other country, India has its …………… share of superstitions. 

a. abundant 
b. fair 
c. proper 
d. peculiar 

 
107.  Once he has signed the agreement, he won’t be able to ……………… 

a. back up 
b. back in 
c. back out 
d. back at 

 
108. ………………. of old paintings is a job for the experts. 

a. Resurrection 
b. Retrieval 
c. Restoration 
d. Resumption 
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109. The terrorists made a vain attempt to ……………… the bridge. 
a. blow down 
b. blow up 
c. blow over 
d. blow out 

 
110. A number of scientists in the country think that they are on the ……………… of a major 

breakthrough. 
a. frontier 
b. threshold 
c. gateway 
d. periphery 

 
111. Fact is often stranger than …………… 

a. fancy 
b. imagination 
c. fiction 
d. dream 

 
112. His rustic and robust humour was an embarrassment to the ……………. sensibility of the 

young ladies. 
a. fragile 
b. delicate 
c. soft 
d. sober 

 
 Select the pair of words identical to the pair given in question: (at Sl. 13 – 17) 
113. Astronomy: Astrology 

a. Geology: Geometry 
b. Chemistry: Alchemy 
c. Symbolism: Superstition 
d. Folklore: Fable 

 
114. Dough: Bread 

a. Words: Speech 
b. Sugar: Cake 
c. Paper: Writing 
d. Ink: Pen 

 
115. Strings: Violin 

a. Wind: Leaves 
b. Plectrum: Mandolin 
c. Air: Flute 
d. Membrane: Drum 
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116. Scalp: Hair 
a. Shoe: Foot 
b. Earth: Grass 
c. Cloth: Table 
d. Curtain: Window 

 
117. Memorandum: Memoranda 

a. Alumna: Alumni 
b. Bacillus: Bacilli 
c. Strata: Stratum 
d. Automata: Automatic 

 
118. I wonder whether I ---- ever see him again. 

 a)  will   b) would    c)  shall    d)  should 

  

119. Neither the students nor the teacher ------come.   

 (a) are      (b) have      (c) was       (d) has  

 

120. Shakespeare lived -----Stratford on Avon ---- England. 

 a)  in, at      b) on, by      c)  at, in     d)   at,  by 

 

121. Keralites mainly live-----rice. 

a)  in    b)   on   c)   by    d)  with 

 

122. The Government is going slow ---- tax reform. 

a)  in   b)  at    c)   by    d)  on   

 

123. If you don’t agree with someone else, what would you say? 

a) You are wrong   b) I don’t agree  c) Stop talking rubbish  d) You are not correct  

 
124. I told him that he was not working hard. Direct form of the sentence is-  

a) I said to him, "You are not working hard."  

b) I told to him, "You are not working hard."  

c)  I said, "You are not working hard."  

d) I said to him, "He is not working hard."  

 

125. I asked the porter where------.0 

(a) was the ticket counter           (b) the ticket counter were  

(c) the ticket counter was           (d) in the ticket counter  

 
 

 

-- xxx -- 


